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More and more people around the world are discovering how great climbing is, both indoors
and outdoors. The Climbing Bible by internationally renowned climbers and coaches Martin
Mobråten and Stian Christophersen is a comprehensive guide to help you train effectively to
become a better climber.The authors have been climbing coaches for a number of years.
Based on their own extensive experience and research, this book collates the best European
training techniques into one book with information on how to specifically train for the technical,
physical and mental performance factors in climbing – including endurance, power, motivation,
fear of falling, and much more. It also deals with tactics, fingerboarding and finger strength,
general training and injury prevention, injuries related to climbing, and training plans.It is
illustrated with 400 technique and action photos, and features stories from top climbers as well
as a foreword by climber and bestselling author Jo Nesbø. The Climbing Bible will help and
motivate you to improve and develop as a climber and find even more joy in this fantastic sport.



PHOTO: CHRIS BURKARDStian Christophersen enjoys the view from Grande Grotta,
Kalymnos, Greece

MARTIN MOBRÅTEN (right) has a master’s degree in civil engineering, has climbed for over
20 years, been an athlete on the Norwegian national team and is a former Nordic champion in
climbing. He has climbed extensively outdoors and has redpointed several routes graded F8c+
and boulder problems up to Font 8c. Martin has coached the Norwegian Climbing Federation’s
youth recruits and many of the stronger juniors in the Trondheim community for the past ten
years. Martin works daily with climbing courses, route setting and facilitating climbing both
indoors and outdoors.STIAN CHRISTOPHERSEN is a physiotherapist and coach, has climbed
for over 20 years, been an athlete on the national team and was the 2009 Norwegian
bouldering champion. He has also climbed extensively outdoors and has first ascents of routes
up to F8c and boulder problems up to Font 8b+. Stian is a former national team coach in
climbing and is a personal trainer for several of Norway’s best climbers. He has also been
responsible for the Norwegian Climbing Federation’s education of coaches, and in addition to
running his own physiotherapy practice he educates the next generation of coaches at both a
national and international level.

THE CLIMBING BIBLEMARTIN MOBRÅTEN & STIAN CHRISTOPHERSENTranslated by
Bjørn SætnanFirst published in Norwegian in 2018 under the title Klatrebibelen by Klatreboka
AS. This digital edition first published in English in 2021 by Vertebrate Publishing.This
translation has been published with the financial support of NORLA.Vertebrate
PublishingOmega Court, 352 Cemetery Road, Sheffield S11 8FT, United Kingdom.Copyright ©
Martin Mobråten and Stian Christophersen 2020.Foreword copyright © Jo Nesbø 2020.Front
cover: Mina Leslie-Wujastyk on Clear Blue Skies (Font 8a), Mount Evans, Colorado. Photo:
David Mason.Photography by Bård Lie Henriksen unless otherwise credited.Martin Mobråten
and Stian Christophersen have asserted their rights under the Copyright,Designs and Patents
Act 1988 to be identified as authors of this work.A CIP catalogue record for this book is
available from the British Library.All rights reserved. No part of this work covered by the
copyright herein may be reproduced or used in any form or by any means – graphic, electronic,
or mechanised, including photocopying, recording, taping or information storage and retrieval
systems – without the written permission of the publisher.Every effort has been made to obtain
the necessary permissions with reference to copyright material, both illustrative and quoted.
We apologise for any omissions in this respect and will be pleased to make the appropriate
acknowledgements in any future edition.Klatrebibelen editorial:Editor: Maria
Stangeland.Photographer: Bård Lie Henriksen.Design and layout: Jon Tore Modell.Editing:
Elisabet Skårberg.English translation: Bjørn Sætnan.Every effort has been made to achieve
accuracy of the information in this guidebook. The authors, publishers and copyright owners
can take no responsibility for: loss or injury (including fatal) to persons; loss or damage to
property or equipment; trespass, irresponsible behaviour or any other mishap that may be
suffered as a result of following the advice offered in this guidebook.Climbing is an activity that
carries a risk of personal injury or death. Participants must be aware of and accept that these
risks are present and they should be responsible for their own actions and involvement.
Nobody involved in the writing and production of this guidebook accepts any responsibility for
any errors that it may contain, or are they liable for any injuries or damage that may arise from



its use. All climbing is inherently dangerous and the fact that individual descriptions in this
volume do not point out such dangers does not mean that they do not exist. Take care.

MARTINMum and Dad, thank you for allowing me to follow my passion!Maria, it’s just
awesome that I get to share climbing and the rest of my life with you!STIANThank you, Dad, for
all the amazing trips and for introducing me to what has shaped my life. Thank you, Karianne,
for your patience and for always helping me when I’m stuck. Thank you, Mum, for always
believing in me, no matter what.Kasper and Oda, this one’s for you.

CONTENTSTHE GAME, Foreword by Jo NesbøHow to read this bookWhat can history teach
us?Play and trainingCHAPTER 1 TECHNIQUEGrip positionsOpen handPinchHalf
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methodsInterview with Eva LópezArm and upper body strengthPull-upsLock-offsCombining
finger, arm and upper body strengthBoulderingGoing footlessThe campus boardCore
trainingFoot placementHanging exercisesFront leverStrength training
termsENDURANCEMental aspectsPhysical aspectsEndurance trainingPower endurance
trainingDiffering performance factors between boulderers and lead
climbersMOBILITYHipsShoulders and upper backCHAPTER 3 MENTAL TRAININGMotivation
and setting goalsAdversityConfidence and inner dialogueTry, fail and fail better!Dare to tryFear
of fallingFear of failingConcentration and focusRoutines and ritualsStress level and
controlVisualisationMaking a mapCHAPTER 4 TACTICSWhen should I climb?FrictionWho
should I climb with?How many attempts can I have?SkincareHow do I prepare mentally?How
do I climb the route and the different sections?How to redpoint a routeA CLIMBER’S STORY:
Magnus vs NeanderthalHow to redpoint a boulder problemA CLIMBER’S STORY: Stian vs
EurofighterHow to on-sight a routeHow to flash a route or a boulder problemCompetition
strategiesLead competitionsBouldering competitionsTactical preparationsCompetition
plansDealing with stressBinoculars, pen and paperCHAPTER 5 GENERAL TRAINING AND
INJURY PREVENTIONGeneral strength trainingBody weight exercisesSuspension
trainingWeight trainingLoad managementWhen the damage is doneAcute injuriesChronic
injuriesWhat is pain?Pain and injuryPain, sensitisation and loadingCommon injuries and
ailmentsFinger injuriesJoint painElbow painShoulder painKnee injuriesYoung climbers and
their risk of injuryA CLIMBER’S STORY: A climber’s worst nightmareCHAPTER 6 TRAINING
PLANSPeriodisationPeakingTraining plansGoals, requirements and capacityLong-term
plansPeriodic plansShort-term plansInterview with Tom RandallSession plansTotal loadHow to
maintain your level when things are hecticA CLIMBER’S STORY: Climbing during and after
pregnancyThe joy of climbingThe ten commandments of
climbingEpilogueGradesGlossaryRead more
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FUN OF OUR CHILDHOOD GAMES. AND NOT JUST ANY GAME, BUT INDEED A GAME
THAT IS MUCH MORE REAL THAN WHAT THEY CLAIM REALITY ITSELF IS.’

THE GAMEFOREWORD BY JO NESBØWhen I was young, we used to play cowboys and
Indians. I was the youngest but gained respect from the older kids because of my ability to die
spectacularly. I wasn’t afraid to fall off branches slightly too high up the tree if I felt the need to
add a certain panache for visual effect. On our way home after our battles, we passed civilians
carting their baby strollers, washing their cars, mowing their lawns and performing other
peaceful, meaningless and tedious tasks. And I thought: Damn it, do these people really not
realise that mere metres away a war has been fought on matters of life and death?Thirty-five
years later I found myself clinging to a climbing wall, high up on the famous Thaiwand Wall at
Railay in Thailand. As I looked down, 80 metres straight into the sea, I realised that if I
theatrically grasped my chest, let loose my Indian-howl and fell, this time it would not only be a
spectacular fall, but also a very real death. Unless of course this preposterously thin strand of
rope would serve its purpose and catch me, which my future climbing buddy told me it always
does, usually. I died three or four times that trip, yet always managed to claw my way back to
life, fuelled by a cocktail of adrenaline, survival instinct, physical strength I didn’t possess, and
mental stamina previously unknown to me. Furious cursing and uninhibited roars of delight,
fear and laughter, both eyes blind and sudden revelations, imminent success turned sudden
panic, plans of retreat and white flags turned into a resolute struggle against limestone,
demons and gravity. And on our way back from the jungle, while passing by a luxury beach
speckled with tourists gleaming of sunscreen, I thought: Damn it, do these people really not
realise that mere metres away a war has been fought on matters of life and death?I realised,
as a forty-year-old, I had rediscovered the fun of our childhood games. And not just any game,
but indeed a game that is much more real than what they claim reality itself is.Because
climbing is of course exactly that, fun and games. We do not need to master climbing steep
walls. There is no food to be found there, and hence other forms of exercise like running,
swimming, riding a horse or going skiing are much more likely to bring food to the table the day
the power grid shuts down. Climbing is as close to the premise of child’s play as you can get –
‘Hey, let’s see who’s able to climb up there!’ And as I continued to pursue climbing, it was with
a certain level of bewilderment I realised that despite the fact that it’s pure fun and games,
many are willing to sacrifice time, sweat and tears to become good climbers. Or at least better.
Myself included. But I also realised that very few of those who were putting in the effort were
basing their training on anything other than what they had picked up from other climbers,
experiences from other sports and personal ideas and experiences with what seemed to
provide progress with their climbing. In a time where the science of training in even the tiniest
of sports has been professionalised, scrutinised and analysed – why not also climbing? As an
outsider coming to climbing from other sports, it was with wonderment I came to realise that
systematic training was frowned upon by a large portion of the climbing community. Perhaps
related to the somewhat unclear standards of climbing – the ‘real’ connection with nature
versus the competitive ideals of the industrial society, the natural talent versus targeted
routines. But the fact is that even though the goal of these childish games is to have fun,
getting better at the game is also part of the game. And I think now there is a trend towards
perceiving training not just as a part of, but as an extension of the game. Most of us – we who
shall not go down in climbing history – can find deep satisfaction in setting personal goals and
achieving them with the means we have at our disposal, be it technical talent, strength, attitude
and mentality, playfulness, discipline or sheer power of will. This is why a book addressing



improving one’s technique, training methods, strategy and injury prevention is welcome as an
extension of this game of ours, as a tool in the challenge to see ‘who’s able to climb up
there!’As I’m writing this, I have just completed the hike down from Kolsåstoppen, near Oslo,
after battling loose holds, basalt, and rhomb-porphyry, and have met smiling passers-by
greeting me with: ‘Having fun in the sun, are we?’ And I have smiled back and thought: They
know nothing.PHOTO: BJØRN SÆTNANMaria Davies Sandbu on Un Petit Hueco Dans
Rocklands (Font 7b+), Rocklands, South Africa.THE REASON WE write this book is twofold.
Firstly, the interest in climbing has never been greater. While climbing as an outdoor activity
used to be characterised as alternative and even a bit weird, the sport of climbing has now
become commonplace. More and more people are seeking climbing as a fun and challenging
activity and form of exercise, both indoors and outdoors. Secondly, after over two decades of
climbing as a passion and job, we wanted to gather and present in writing our documented and
experience-based knowledge to provide the tools and inspiration needed for both new and
more experienced climbers to take their own climbing to new heights.This book highlights
technical, physical and mental performance factors and how these can be trained so you can
raise your climbing level. Further topics are tactics, how to plan your training and injury
prevention measures. Our goal is to provide you with practical tools to raise your level and to
help children, adolescents and adults stay injury free and enjoy as much of this wonderful sport
as we have over the last 20 years.HOW TO READ THIS BOOKThis book is built around the
three classic performance factors in climbing: technical, physical and mental. In the technique
chapter, we cover various foundations for all movements on the wall and more specific
techniques, before we conclude with tips on how to train these on your own. The physical
training chapter focuses on specific strength, endurance and mobility training for climbing; a
separate chapter is devoted to general strength and injury prevention, in which we present
basic principles on how you can reduce the risk of injury, and a brief overview of common
climbing-related injuries. The chapter on mental training deals with mental characteristics that
are central to climbing performance and how these can be trained. The book also looks at
tactics and training planning and is seasoned with shorter topics such as friction, skincare and
tales about good training environments and people or stories which have inspired us.The
chapters are structured so that the most basic information comes first, before moving into more
in-depth topics towards the ends of the chapters. For example, the descriptions of various
techniques starts with the most basic and ends with the most advanced – which you are
unlikely to need until you are climbing at a relatively high level.At the very back of the book
you’ll find a list of words and expressions we climbers like to use, both at the crag and when
writing books like this.Movements in climbing are varied in the sense that no two movements
are ever quite the same. It is important to build a large repertoire of movements when you start
climbing. We therefore recommend that less experienced climbers focus on the chapters on
technique and mental training. Various techniques are presented here; when they fit and how
they can be trained. Advanced climbers will find that all chapters have relevant parts, because
climbing is a complex sport and it is important not to specialise too much in one area if you
want to improve. Nevertheless, you should become aware of your own strengths and
weaknesses and prioritise your training focus based on the area in which you want to perform.
There is a big difference between training for indoor bouldering competitions and preparing for
long, pumpy outdoor sport routes. By reading this book we hope to help you with this process
by giving you the tools, motivation and some inspiration on your way to new heights.PHOTO:
BJØRN HELGE RØNNINGStian Christophersen on Trøbbel (Font 8a+), Harbak, Norway.WHAT
CAN HISTORY TEACH US?Climbing today is a combination of play and training, with and



without a rope, performed both indoors and outdoors. It is our clear belief that all aspects of
climbing are important for maintaining motivation over time and improvement. The communities
and generations that have fostered strong climbers here in Norway – because it is often a
certain community or generation that has distinguished itself – have often been those who
have embraced the various multitudes of climbing. They have alternated between running hard
workouts and competition-like bouldering indoors, and have gone on both short and long
bouldering and sport climbing trips to play on real rock both at home and abroad. They have
done these activities together and helped raise each other to the next level in the process.
Because if you think about it, it’s hard to become a great climber on your own. Someone has to
spot you and belay you, and discussing beta with a friend is a huge advantage. Your
community will also push you during training and make sure you have fun when on your
climbing travels.PLAY AND TRAININGAs Jo writes in his foreword, in many ways climbing is
divided between the two slightly contradictory elements of play and training. Play is perhaps
the element which best characterises climbing when compared to more traditional forms of
exercise like running or weightlifting. Picture your average bouldering session: you’re sitting on
the mat, chatting about this and that, discussing moves, and every now and then you try a
boulder. You roll across the mat after failing on a dyno move while your friends are laughing.
For most of us this closely resembles the play of our childhood memories. On the other hand,
we typically associate training for climbing with fingerboarding, pumped forearms and
stretching. You might decide to do a route five times in a row to build endurance for the project
you’re working on. This is tiresome and painful, and most people would not consider this
playing.Many climbers prefer playing and try really hard to avoid what they consider training,
while other climbers love to train and forget to play all together. Because you are reading this
book you probably have the intention to improve as a climber. To achieve this you must train,
but you should also not forget to play. Playing is just as important in order to improve as a
climber as it is to crimp on the fingerboard or repeat routes until you’re pumped. It’s typically
when you’re playing that you learn new intricacies of technical movements, and playing will
keep climbing from becoming boring and monotonous like other forms of training might be. At
the same time, by training specifically on technical, mental and physical factors, you’ll be more
consciously aware of how you’re moving on the wall, and increase both your physical and
mental fitness. Combining targeted training and play will make you a better climber, and they
should not be seen as contradicting elements, but instead as symbiotic building blocks.And
remember, even the more traditional forms of training can be made to feel more like play. Many
of the best athletes credit their performance to having fun all the time, even when training. So
play and have fun every time you train!PHOTO: BJØRNAR SMESTADABOUT TRAINING
PHILOSOPHYIn many countries there has been quite a physical focus on training philosophy
for many years. In countries such as Japan, a focus on playing with movements is stronger,
and there is less focus on the physical. We might be going out on a limb here, but we believe
that some climbers have placed too much emphasis on physical training and this is reflected in
their climbing – we often see climbers with poor technique. From our own time as competition
climbers in Norway, we were told that we had to distinguish between training and climbing. This
is a logical distinction, but it is important to emphasise that one should not exclude the other.
You can distinguish between sessions where the focus is more on play and sessions where
you train specifically, but do not focus on one at the expense of the other.
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Jean F.A. Weiss, “Covers all the basics and then some.. Great overall instructions.”

McC, “Check the chapter subjects are what you are looking for.. Nice enough, would have liked
more technical rope and gear placement info for myself. Excellent if you want the topics
covered, obviously not so much if you wanted your interests covered in more detail. Areas like
exercises and injuries are in a lot of detail and I did not really want those myself. Correct horse
for the correct course.”

SoMuchToDo, “Recommended by a climbing instructor!. Great book as recommended by my
son's climbing instructor. Well worth the investment if you want to advance at an increased rate.”

Sarah Spencer, “Great present. Bought as a present and well liked”

MS C., “Looks good. It's  a present”

The book by Martin Mobraten has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 133 people have provided feedback.
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